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ABSTRACT 

There are at least two major classes of information arising from 2-D protein mapping studies: 
descriptive infonnation about spots or sets of spots and quantitative (generally tabular) data 
describing protein abundances through a series of gels. The first type is called ··~otationa1n, since 
it takes the form of textual comments attached to entities on a map (in this case proteins). The 
second type is called "quantitative", in order to emphasize the numerical nature of the data. A third 
class of relevant databases, the "connected" databases, is composed of information resources 
assembled for reasons other than 2-D work, e.g., literature and sequence databases. 

The two types of 2-D database, annotational and quantitative, are quite distinct and allow 
rather different opportunities. One is more in tune with the symbolic manipulation capabilities of 
artificial intelligence languages, and the other more in tune with conventional statistical analysis . 
software packages. The one is primarily oriented towards text and symbols, the other towards 
numbers. Here we will attempt to illustrate the differences between these database types, consider 
some features desirable in an annotational database system and offer a few ideas applicable to their 
implementation. 

1 INTRODU'CTION 

As large amounts of new data become available on biological macromolecules, the capacity of 
the research community to locate and use this data becomes a major issue. Two-dimensional 
electrophoresis of proteins, a technique capable of resolving and quantitating hundreds (sometimes 
thousands) of proteins in biological samples (1,2,3), makes it possible to develop a relatively . 
complete picture of gene expression in cells and tissues and to accurately describe changes in gene 
expression associated with disease or experimental manipulation. Given a database of basic 
information concerning the proteins observed on 2-D gels, very sophisticated experiments can be 
undertaken, and new biological effects analyzed at the molecular level. 

Data obtained by 2-D electrophoretic analysis of proteins is, however, very voluminous. 
Since it describes large numbers of proteins, often from a variety of experimental viev',points, it is 
also often quite complex. For these reasons, the design and construction of databases generated 
from 2-D gel data represents a considerable technical challenge. 

We have devoted considerable effort to the development of computer software systems for 
analyzing 2-D images and extracting quantitative data on the proteins observed [4,5,6,7,s,9}. This 
type of data, when treated by the methods of multivariate statistics, yields interesting insights into 
complex processes and allows an approach to the taxonomy of a range of biological systems from 
cells to species [10]. Precise quantitative data is also directly useful in searching for mutations at 
large numbers oflod [11,12}. 
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However, there has so far been relatively little attention paid to the problems and opportuni
ties associated with annotation databases in the context of 2-D mapping. We have suggested that 
the construction of such databases may involve the development of a "language" capable of 
representing basic facts of biochemistry and cell biology [13}. In thinking through the long term 
objectives of database generation it has become increasingly clear that one wants a system that not 
only stores biological characteristics of proteins but also allows certain inferences to be drawn from 
this information in a well-defined, automatic manner. If a protein is glyrosylated, then it is likely to 
have been processed through the Golgi apparatus. This generalization is easily expreSsed as a "rule" 
concerning glycoproteins, or rather a rule associating certain symbols ("glycosylated", Colgi 
apparatus", passed through"), and need not be stored as a separate fact associated with each and 
every glycoprotein spot in the databases. Hence we believe a symbolic database constructed so as 
to allow storage and manipulation of information by symbolic procedures is required. Many of the 
concepts involved have been developed in the fields of artificial intelligence and expert systems. 

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING ANNOTATION DATABASES 

How can a single database system contain information on the physical properties, expression 
patterns, names, literature references and numerous other features of a large number of proteins, 
most known only as a spot on a 2-D gel and identified by 2-D map position? The problem is 
compounded by the fact that no one knows in advance all the sorts of data that should be recorded: 
thus provision must be made for flexibly adding any new type of data of interest to any user. 

An annotation database ("AOB") can be viewed as analogous to a card file in which one 
maintains a series of notes on proteins (or on defined groups of them), keyed to a 2-D map by 
protein names, numbers or any other convenient nomenclatural system. The key feature is that the 
file must allow a user to record an unlimited variety of data : physical properties, literature 
references, hunches, associations with other proteins, etc. It is therefore very difficult to determine 
in advance all the types of data to be ente'red or to store them in some fixed structure where each 
separate kind of fact has its own pre-allocatl?d space. One n('eds instead a system with great 
flexibility for storing and rrtrieving new kinds of information. 

It is worth emphasizing the distinction between this concept and the classical idea of a 
quantitative database ('QDB") which is similar to a matrix of numbers . In a QDB there is generally a 
column for each gel (each analysis) and a row for each protein spot (each measurement), or m 
~. The values recorded are often the abundances of each protein on each gel <the integrated 
density of the corresponding spots on the gels), although other parameters can be examined (spot 
shape, peak height, etc.). In extracting answers from such data, one uses the techniques of 
multivariate statistics. Which spots show significant variation between gels? \Vhat changes are 
correlated ,",,1th external variables? Is there a single overall pat1em of change throughout the 
experiment, or a series of different effects? TheS(' questions require the application of sophisticated 
statistical techniques to voluminous and complex numerical data . Becau~ of the wide range of 
application, the statistical techniques required are fairly well developed : what remains is the slow 
and laborious prace-ss of building largE', high-quality d a tas.cts from well-designed ex periments . 

2.1 Annotation and Symbolic Comrutin~ It is important to recognize that a databa~ of annota
tional information about proteins can be more than a collection of textual notes Most existing 
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annotation databases have served as systems for filing simple text information in a way such that it 
could be retrieved through access to the spot pattern: a sort of electronic notelx>ok. While more 
useful than a paper filing system, this approach limits the subsequent usefulness of the data . 

Here we attempt to develop the concept of an annotational database in which the the 
information is to be entered primarily as symbolic data, meaning that the database records the 
association of particular symbolic properties with particular spots (or groups of spots). The value of 
this approach is that these symbols can then be used further by computer programs designed to 
perform what is now called symbolic computation: the manipulation of symbols rather than 
numbers. The fields of artificial intelligence and expert systems rely almost entirely on this type of 
computation, making use of a different sort of computer language (LISP or PROLOC) specialized 
(or the manipulation of symbols rather than numbers (as is conventional with FORTRAN, Pascal or 
C). Modem database software systems also incorporate important elements of this approach. 

2.2 Annotation Protein I.ru!.a Architecture Designing a database is something that requires a 
considerable amount of thought. Not only does one want the most useful and economic design, hut 
one wants to avoid structural mistakes whose correction will require extensive reworking of the 
data in the future . Since complexity grows naturally in any system, it is best to b€gin with 
simplicity based on a few general pl-inciples and elaborate later to cover special cases. As described 
below, we have begun with a series of desirable features and then developed some simple concepts 
that would allow us to express a rich set of protein mapping data in a simple database model : the 
relational model. 

2.3 General phiJQSQ~hy Our approach in formulating an annotation database architecture is based 
on several basic notions: 

• The architecture must be as simple as possible, so as to be implementable on a range of 
database software products. Speed and efficiency are at this stage less important than simplicity 
and generality due to the rapid evolution of computers toward higher speed and lower cost. 

• The architecture must allow for future growth in functionality as well as growth in 
information content. 

• The information to be stored should be reduced to as simple a form as possible in order to 
facilitate subsequent symboliC manipulation of pro~rties . Ideally there should be just one record 
structure for a1\ the factual data, regardless of type. 

• All terms used in the database should also be defined in the database . This facilitates the 
introduction of new terms and common understanding of those in use. 

• All important infonnation should be tagged with the author and the date entered. This 
allows correct attribution of all discoveries (or errors) and allows reconstruction of a series of facts 
input over time. Our view is that proper attribution is a ma;or requirement if multiple users are to 
cooperate in generation of a database . 

• The system should, where possible, provide for the use of synonyms, thereby allowing 
several different names to be used for the same thing transparently. This feature, though perhaps 
inelegant, removes the problem of having to decide early on whose name to use for a given protein 
or property. 
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• A user should be able to access and add to the database using any of a variety of levels of 
computer sophistication. A database can achieve greatest use if it is accessible from a mainframe or 
large minicomputer, from a complete gel analysis graphics workstation or from a personal 
computer such as an IBM-PC. Thus the system itself should not depend directly on a computer 
graphical user interface (though this will certainly be most helpful to frequent users). 

Given these general characteristics, an annotation database can be made widely available, 
easily accessed, and easy to add to. Perhaps the major advantage is that a variety of users may be 
able to share information in a simple format. 

2.4 Symbolic properties, ids iD..d hierarchical information As a means of achieving these goals we 
have elected to explore combining the concepts of spot characteristic (here called symbolic property) 
and spot set. A symbolic property is taken to define a set of spots (those that have the property, e.g. 
"glycosylated lO

). and a set of spOts is named by its common property (e.g. the phosphoproteins are 
all marked "phosphorylated"). Thus users must create unique names for all the characteristics that a 
spot (or group of spots) might have; this is already largely done through the nomenclature of . 
biochemistry. These names then become the names of the set of proteins having this property. 

A natural extension of this idea allows the name of the set/property to be used in a manner 
similar to the number (or name) of a spot: additional properties can be attributed to the set as a unit. 
This makes the set defined by one property a member of a higher set defined by another property, 
creating a hierarchical tree structure of sets. Information can be searched (or either upwards from a 
starting point (what sets does the starting spot or group belong to; what properties does it have) or 
downwards (what spots or groups are members of the set defined by the starting point). 

These notions allow the creation of a database consisting of simple statements about spots 
and sets, constructed in such a way that any spot or set can be a member of several sets or 
hierarchies simultaneously. By the use of common but sophisticated database access tools, these 
hierarchies can lx· retrieved together with the properties attributed to the spots and sets. 

2.5 Relational database systems Although computer database systems have been in use (or 
de-cades, most have required of the user substantial computer expertise. More recently, however, 
the concept of the relational data modell14] has been advanced as a solution to the problem of 
simphfying databaSE' architecture and facilitating changes and updates to database design. In the 
relational model, all data is stored in tables of inherently simple structure. Each column of a table 
corresponds to a type of data and each row (or da tabaSE' record) corresponds to an instance (such as 
a 2-D spot) for which each of the types of data can be recorded. A key principal of the relational 
model is that each table should be as simple as possible and should not duplicate data in other 
tables unnecessarily. The alternative, primarily hierarchical-type da tabase efficiently implements a 
hierarchical s.cheme, but this scheme is difficult to change; a defect in a situation where the structure 
of the knowledge is continuously updated. 

An additional significant advantage of the relational model is the relative ease with which the 
entire database can be listed in tabular form, sorted in various ways to make a paper copy useful 
directly. This feature is important if non-computerizi'd users are to be able to make any use of the 
data and to receive regular updates prepared in a painless manner. 
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3 EXAMPLES QETHE THREE DATABASE TYPES 

In thinking about databases, concrete examples can be helpful. Here we provide several in 
hopes of reinforcing our arguments concerning the distinctions drawn above. 

3.1 Quantitati\o'e Databases A typical quantitative experiment involves looking for statistically-sig
nificant differences among a group of individual samples . The table below presents data on 10 
spots present in plasma protein patterns of four individuals, each run on five replicate gels, all gels 
normalized using a large set of spots. Each row shows (for a spot) master spot number (MSN), the 
number of replicate gels on which the protein was observed (N1, N2, N3, N4), the average 
abundance (integrated density) over the five gels of each individual (1-4), the coefficient of variation 
(standard deviation divided by mean, expressed as percent) for the five measurements of each 
individual (1-4), the statistical F-test result (a ratio of between-group to within-group variance) and 
an indication of the significance of the F-test result ( .... indicates difference significant at P<.OO1). 

MSN N N N N AVe Ave Ave Ave CV CV CV CV F Sig 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

17 5 5 5 5 884% n990 81395 82409 3 3 5 6 12 .... 
25 5 5 5 5 179411 199136 1815% 199161 8 4 6 7 3 • 
26 5 5 5 5 86519 87682 73159 71866 6 4 1 6 20 •• 
33 5 5 5 5 25165 24111 17406 32293 40 21 26 41 2 
34 5 5 5 5 8758 37485 41922 68040 23 27 27 40 3 • 
35 5 5 5 5 n765 n930 61812 61749 4 4 8 5 12 .... 
50 5 5 5 5 50647 44345 51514 44686 5 3 2 4 16 •• 
53 5 5 5 5 79890 60238 82095 72871 2 31 3 9 4 • 
54 5 5 5 5 68694 62873 61740 60028 10 12 3 12 1 
60 5 5 5 5 26n7 40003 27416 46741 13 22 4 16 12 .. 

Five of the ten rotelns shown exhibit ver Sl niflcant p y g q uantitatlve differences between 
individuals. Such proteins might form the object of further study in attempts to correlate specific 
protein markers \';1th disease states (external variables) , 

3.2 An Examrle Q.{ ~ ~ ru i! Connected Database; 1.h..t W literi!ture We have assembled a 
relational database of 2-D gel literature containing about 3,400 citations and abstracts. These have 
been indexed by an expert and the index tenns used to make possible a subject-specific, rapid 
search. The SQl query language is used to retrieve the appropriate citations; such queries can be 
generated automatically through a graphical interface when a protein's name or characteristics are 
known . As an example, here are three of more than 50 papers having to do with 2-D electrophoresis 
of a specific protein: tubulin (abstracts are truncated here to economize on space) . 

Jun 1985 Maytansine-resistant mutants of Chinese hamster ovary cells with m 
alteration in alpha-tubuIin. 

Schibler MJ ; Cabral FR 86001951 Can J Biochcm Cell Bioi; 63 (6) p503-10 
Mutant c10nc5 of cnine-sc hamster ovary cells resistant to K.illing by the Vir.ca alkalo id maytansine have been 

isolated using a single-stt'p prlX'1.'dure. ~ mutants are threefold more resistant 10 II.illing by the drug lhan the ... 

Nov 1985 Retention of autoregulatory control of tubuJin synthesis in cytoplasts: 
demonstration of a cytoplasmic mechanism that regulates the level 
of tubulin expression. 

Plttcnger MF; Cleveland DW S6034172) Cell Bioi ; 101 (5 Pt 1) pl941-52 
Virtually all anim.il cells rapidly and fopccifically dl'prC'5S foynthesis of new alpha· and bcta·tubulm polypeptides 

in response to microtubule inhibitors that inCT('aSoC the pool of depolymeriz.ed subunits, or in response ... 
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Jun 1986 Effects of colchicine on c.arduc cell function indic~te possible role for 
membrane surface tubulin. 

Lampidis 11; Trevorrow KW; Rubin RW 86220530 Exp Cell Res; 164 (2) p463-10 
~ effects or the tubulin~i~ding drug co1c~cine ~~ cultured neonate ardiac.cell,function.were investigated. 

Applicahon oC low doses oC co1chione (but not lurrucolchionc) caused an early reverSIble lncrease In ... 

• • • 

Availability of such bibliographic information can substantially speed up the assimilation of 

earlier published 2-D work. It also makes possible the inclusion of direct connections between spots 

and references in the annotation database. 

3.3 An Ex~mplc gf an Annotational Database Against the relatively simple structures of the 
quantitative and connected databases shown above, the annotation database described here requires 
a richer structure. Such a structure can be based on the following database relations (tables) . 
Detailed specifications of the fields of annotation database relations will be contained in a separate 
publication. 

3.3.1 The PROPERTY Relation The PROPERTY record is the fundamental data statement in the 
Annotational database. The record associates a named entity (eg. a spot or a set of spots) with a 
symbolic property, Symbolic properties can be general or specific, and can include physical 
properties (that the protein is glycosylated or contains no cysteine) or organizational information 
(such as the fact that the indicated spot is part of a larger named group) , Each property must be 
defined in the Definition relation with suHicient clarity that users can be sure what it means and 
how the information was obtained. 

Text and numeric value (and units) fields are included for storage of data additional to that 
carried by the property name itself (such as sequence or exact molecular mass derived from 
sequence) . 

Examrles Q.f Symbolic Prort'rtirs 

Symbolic properties are named using a brief but unique and informativE' word or phrase 
whose parts are connected by underscores so as to make one continuous stTing of characters . 
Examples of general property types and associated values include : 

Clycosylated Cytoplasmic Variable_amongjndividuals 
Phosphorylated Mitochondrial Methionine_stan'ation_diminished 
Nuclear Interferon_ind uced Markersjor_mononucleosis 
Acetyla ted Short_halfJife Wheat....germ_agglutinin_binding 
No_cysteine Diminished_by _aging Concanavalin_A_binding 
Adenylated Mitochondrial_matrix Peroxisome_pro!iferator _induced 
Proline_rich Heat_shockjnduced Mitochondrial_encoded 

An important featUre of this approach is the possibility of expressing "tTe-e " structures in a 
dynamic way, and of being able to add additional data to any level of this hierarchy . 

3.3.2 The MAP Relation The MAP relation contains a list of all the spots in a particular 2-D pattern 
(whether a real or a "synthetic" pattern merged (rom a series of gels) . Spots and sets of spots are 
identified in the Property relation by name (or number) and map, thereby eliminating confusion if 
two reference maps are incorporated in the same database. 
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This relation also contains the information necessary to generate an image resembling a real 
2-D gel of the proteins in the database. Such a pattern may be used as the user interface to the 
database when appropriate computer graphics devices are available. 

3.3.3 The PEOPLE Relation This relation identifies persons who contribute information to the 
database, and does so in sufficient detail to allow another user to communicate directly regarding 
detailed questions or suggestions. It also provides an automatic mechanism for generating the 
minimum list of persons to whom updates of the database should be sent. 

3.3.4 The BIBLIO Relation A special relation is incorporated to handle references to the scientific 
literature, or indeed to any external document that can be described by a citation. The purpose is to 
make it easy to indicate the sour~ of particular pieces of information. At this stage, the citations are 
not broken into discrete fields for individual authors, journal, volume number, etc., since these 
formats are variable. The citation key (Ref) can, however, be a pointer into one of the large 
literature databases (Medline or Biosis) if desired. 

3.3.5 The DEFINITION Relation O€finitions of terms are extremely important in a system 
designed (or widespread use and continuous updating. Each person who enters data is responsible 
(or defining the terms (especially the symbolic properties) that are introduced. In addi tion, a 
conjunction may be specified so that when information is retrieved it can be phrased in a 
grammatical way. Thus if the property is "glycosylated", the conjunction could be "is"; the sentence 
"haptoglobin is glycosylated" can be assembled from the named entity (haptoglobin), the conjunc
tion and the property. If the property is "Hp_beta_chain", the conjunction might be "forms part of 
the": "Hp_beta_cleaved forms part of the Hp_beta_chain". 

3.3.6 The SYNONYM Relation An important objective of an annotation database system is to allow 
different users to interact with the data on their own terms. In particular, this can be facilitated by 
allowing different users to use different words for the same spot(s) or properties. We propose 
therefore to add the capability to handle transparently the use of declared synonyms (or any of the 
principal data terms in the database. 

3.3.7 The CONTEXT Relation In order to allow the merging of related databases into a single 
homogeneous structure, a CONTEXT field is supported in several of the basic relations. The context 
referred to is the "experimental system" being described. If, for instance, a plasma protein database 
is to include data on humans, monkeys and rats, then three contexts could be defined, each with its 
own appropriate MAP. The relationships between the patterns could be expressed by creating a 
"pan-species" property for each cross-identified protein. Thus all three haptoglobin types (identified 
on the three species maps) would be assigned the property "All_haptoglobins", and would be joined 
at the root of the hierarchical tree. 

3.3,8 The FUNcrJON Relation In some cases, a specific numerical value can be computed from 
some other, known number for each spot. Examples are 50S-molecular mass and pI, glven Y and X 
positions, respectively, and some information about the positions of standards. Thus it is useful to 
be able to provide a function that delivers these values when asked, rather than storing two records 
for every spot in the database. As for rules (see below), we do not limit the languages in which 
these functions are written. They will be implementation-sp€'cific, though in all cases an English 
explanation should also be provided, along with the relevant numeric parameters. 
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3.3.9 The RULE Relation Important applications for rules in a system of this type include situations 
where either a conclusion can be drawn by putting together statements in the database, or where a 
statement can be inferred from the absence of explicit data in the database. 

In the first case, let us take an example: mitochondrial proteins. Imagine that we can say that 
a protein is a mitochondrial protein encoded by a nuclear gene if (a) it is present in purified 
mitochondria and (b) it is not encoded by the mitochondrial genome (ie. its synthesis is not stopped 
by treatment with chloramphenicol). Then assuming that the mitochondrial proteins and those 
encoded by the mitochondrial genome are identified in an annotational database, it should be easy 
to identify the nuclear-encoded ones by a simple logical manipulation of the database using the rule 
given above. 

The other obvious case when a rule can be useful is that of the negative value of a recorded 
fact. It may be that in a particular 2-D pattern there are only a few glycoprotein spots, and so it is 
appropriate to record that these spots (or their groups, if defined) have a symbolic property 
representing glycosylation. It is also useful, however, to know which proteins are not glycoproteins. 
To add a record for each of the other proteins indicating this fact is inefficient, and instead a rule 
may be defined stating that a protein that does not have the property "glycosylated" is "unglyrosy
lated". The later term can then be used in further symbolic manipulations. 

We are not yet in a position to specify a single language in which all rules are written. 
Therefore the relation provides for the possibility that a rule is expressed in English (or French, etc.) 
for purposes of general comprehension, and also (in other records) in languages useful in various 
software systems. 

4 DISCUSSION 

The ability to exchange data between laboratories and between experiments will emerge as a 
major issue in the coming years. Our view is that the best means of achieving such exchange is the 
development of standard database architectures that can be implemented on a vanety of machines 
under a vanety of database software systems. Hence a general discussion of the different 
archi tectural approaches is ne<>ded. 

In thi~ paper, we hl'lve argued for a disS<'ctlon of the databases problem into pieces that can be 
implemented more simply than can a single, all-€ncompassins- specialized database system. The 
notion of an annotation database described here can be initiated with personal computer-level 
software and information now kept in the (arm of labelled gel photographs. It can be extended to 
large databases resident on mainframes. As always, the test "''ill be usefulness in practice. 
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